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Leadership and
Emotional Intelligence
Specialist

Chuck Inman is a global leadership, behavior and emotional intelligence
expert. His topic Control Chemical Brain Freeze® is a dynamic program
that addresses two key challenges in today’s business world.
• Developing Relationships
If you can’t stand the
• Managing Change Effectively.

heat
“
get out of the kitchen! What

Control Chemical Brain Freeze®
if you need to be in that hot
offers the distinct advantage of
showing leaders how to develop better
kitchen? Learn how to take a
relationships and help people through
step back, regroup and enter
change more effectively. With leadership
the hot kitchen more powerfully
and emotional intelligence at its core
this program demonstrates how to
than before.
effectively manage the challenges we
face in the workplace. The program will enable your people to:
• Understand How the Brain Works During Stressful Situations
• Become Empowered During Difficult Times
• Connect with Others More Effectively.

”

Imagine being able to be your best during times of anxiety and stress. Learn
how you can stay in the game during difficult times and be more effective
than ever. With today’s fast paced environment, challenges arise daily and its
what we do with these challenges that have an impact on our performance.
People will be able to:
• Have More Focus
• Stay Calm Under Pressure
• Communicate More Effectively
• Achieve Better Results.
Chuck combines the latest research with years of business expertise, world
travel and knowledge as he teaches this subject matter.
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About Chuck Inman
Chuck Inman has spent over 25 years in a career that has covered sales,
marketing, training and coaching. He has worked globally in the Pharmaceutical
and Surgical businesses with various brands. In his sales and marketing
leadership roles he successfully launched key products and campaigns that led
to hundred million dollar brand portfolios.

“

My work is to empower
During his career Chuck earned
people to create strong human
numerous sales and marketing awards
and even holds three patents on surgical connections and to analyze and
products and packaging. But his passion
adjust their behavior so it aligns
is educating, motivating and connecting
with audiences. He brings energy,
their intent with their impact.
passion and real life leadership and sales
experiences to his presentations. These experiences enable his audiences to
connect and apply the material to everyday events whether the focus is on their
professional or personal life.

”

He is accredited and certified in teaching Emotional Intelligence for Personal
Leadership. He has taught these programs to people from over 40 countries
around the world while traveling throughout Asia, Latin America, North America
and Europe. Chuck is also certified in the Leadership and Development 360
coaching program.
Chuck is a graduate from Northern Arizona University where he received
degrees in Biology and Marketing. He enjoys hiking, biking and fly-fishing. As a
father of two daughters he finds that the lessons from emotional intelligence can
be applied on a constant basis in the family environment.
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